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Abstract：Making full use of high order differential information extracted，an adaptive high order differential feedback con— 

troller is proposed．which does not depend on the model of SISO nonlinear a~lne system to a certain extent．Stability and robustness 

0f the close&loop system were analyzed．Through considering  the position acceleration in dynalTliC equation of angle of pendulum 

as control input．the inverted pendulum  system was then converted into interactional double nonlinear SISO atfine systems．The 

pendulum  system -vvas thus successfizUy stabilized and regulated by using  double adaptive high order differential feedback controller in 

seties．Num eric simulations showed that the controller reaches satisfied effect for the benchmark model，and importantly had strong 

robustness for nonlinear friction term ，parameter variations including  length and nlass of pendulum  an d nlass of carriage，and external 

disturbance as wel1． 
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倒立摆系统自适应高阶微分反馈控制 
齐国元I’2，陈增强 ，袁著祉z 

(1．天津科技大学 自动化系，天津300222；2南开大学 自动化系，天津 300071) 

摘要：利用提取的系统高阶微分信息，提出了自适应高阶微分反馈控制器．某种程度上该控制器不依赖于单输 

入单输出(sls0)非线性仿射系统的模型．并且分析了闭环系统的稳定性和鲁棒性 ．通过将摆角方程的位移加速度 

看作是控制输入，将倒立摆系统转化成相互影响的两个 SISO仿射系统，从而用两个串级高阶微分反馈控制器成功 

地实现了倒立摆系统的镇定与调节．数字仿真表明，控制器对摆的基准模型实现了较为满意的控制，而且该控制方 

法对非线性摩擦项，对摆长、摆质量、小车质量等参数变化以及外扰动具有强鲁棒性 ． 

关键词：倒立摆系统；高阶微分器；自适应高阶微分反馈控制器；不依赖模型控制器；鲁棒性 

1 Introduction 

a typical unstable nonlinear plant．the problems of 

stabilizing and regulating an inverted pendulum system 

have been a benchmark example in demonstrating an d 

motivating various control design techniques ～ ．For ex- 

ample，based on the model Chung and John 1 3 presented 

nonlinear controller to regulate the swing energy of the 

pendulum using L smaU-gain approach and Lin et a1．L2 J 

provided linear state feedback controller that balances the 

pendulum ．Kawatani et a1．[3J linearized nonlinear mathe- 

matical model of a parallel-type double inverted pendulum  

system ，and then design ed a stable controller by state feed— 

back vector and flail state observer．Yao et a1．[ ]6Istly 

identified an1ic linearizing model through using fuzzy 

method，then based on the model design  poles assignment 

controller to stabilize the system ．AⅡ the controllers of 

these literatures rely on the nonlinear benchmark model or 

linearized model of the inverted pendulum ．Some design  

approaches consider robust control for 伍ction term 

etc．1 ，lj1
．
but the uncertainty is smaller than benchmark 

mode1．In fact．it is the important characteristic ofmodem 

control theory that the controller relies on mode1 of con- 

trolled plant according to a criterion． 

、)c，e find that the measurable information and their dif- 

ferentials up to nth-order are significan t in the aisle sys- 

tem．The differentials not only are the changing rates of 

the output of the system ，but also are the inner states of 

the system．Hall proposed auto-disturbance-rejection 

controller using high order differentials．But there is no 
an~ysis of stability and convergence for the closed-loop 

system 、Ⅳjth the controller． 

we designed high order differentiator(HoD)being 

independent ofthe controlled plant and onJy relying on 
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the signal itself in fiterature ．The HOD is able to ap— 

proximate the real signal and extract its differentials up to 

nth-order．Stability and convergence of the HOD are 

proved． 

Making use ofthe most ofthe information ofthe ex- 

tracted differentials，we design  adaptive high order differ— 

ential feedback controller(HODFC)that does not rely 

on the model of the system ，but depend on the differen— 

tials up to nth-order．Th eoretical analysis shows that the 

HODFC achieves stability and convergence for the closed- 

loop system ． 

If we consider the acceleration as control input in dy— 

namic equation ofangle ofpendulum．and do it aS control 

objective in dynamic equation of position of carriage，then 
the pendulum  system is converted into double nonlinear 

SISO a伍ne system ． 

Th erefore，using two HODFC，we can stabilize and 

regulate the inverted pendulum ．Th e an gle of the pendu— 

lum  converges to zero and the position ofthe cart reaches 

to ven aim using the controller．Because the controller 

does not rely on the model ofinverted pendulum in some 

extent，the HODFC is robust for the disturbance and all 

the parameters variations．Simulations demonstrate the va— 

fidity of the proposed theory．Furthermore，the HODFC 

does not rely on the velocity of position and that of an— 

gle，but only relies on the position and angle of the pen- 

dulum ．Th erefore，the controller is adaptive． 

This paper is organized as follows ：Section 2 presen~ 

the adaptive HODFC for SISO a伍ne system based on the 

HOD ．Section 3 converts the inverted pendulum system 

into a伍ne system ．and stabilizes and regulates it using the 

adaptive HODFC．In secdon 4 numerical experiments are 

perform ed to show the validity of control for inverted 

pendulum  system ． 

2 Adaptive high order differential feed- 

back control 

Consider SISO a伍ne system with disturban ce．its differ— 

ential equation is depicted aS 

II Y‘ ’=f(x，t)+d(t)+u． (1) 

where u is the control input，Y is the measured output， 

Y‘ denotes the ith differential of Y
， ： [ 1， 2，⋯， 

] =[Y，Y‘̈，⋯，y(n-1 ]T∈ denotes output dif- 

ferential vector，and is also state vector of the system ． 

厂(·)is unknown smooth nonlinear bounded time—va g 

fimction．d(t)is unknown bounded smooth distur- 

bance．Initial conditions (to)= o． 

The given target trajectory Yr exists differentials up to 

nth-order，and y is continuous．If Y，does not satisfy 

these conditions ，we soften it to meet the conditions
． Set— 

ting given input differential vector =[y ，y：̈，⋯， 
y ’T∈ ：蔓 ，and given input extended differential 

vector，=[Y ，y：̈，⋯，y： ] ，，∈ ，extended 
output differential vector Z ： [Y，Y‘̈，⋯，Y( ’T∈ 

j． ，and error extended differential vector e= ，一z： 

[e1，e2，⋯，en+1 T = [e，e(̈，⋯，e‘“’T c “ ， 

where e = Y 一 Y． 

In general，the output Y and the given input Yr are 

known，but the output extended differential vector z and 

the given input extended differential vector r are un- 

known．Literature[6j proposed a class of HOD which 

extracted differentials up to —th order for any measurable 

signal Y(t)which possesses nth-order differentia1．Setting 

： [夕， ‘̈，⋯，夕‘ ’T to express estimating vector of 

the extended differential vector Z=[Y，Y‘̈，⋯，Y‘ ’T 

(note that ( ’denotes estimate of'，(“，is not the ith 

differential ofy)． 

Th e presented HOD is represented aS combined expres— 

sion，i．e．connecting n。order dynamic system (2)with 

n+1 order algebra equation(3)． 

f露 =露 +1+o,i(Y一露1)，1≤ i≤ n。一1， 

∑：i立 
。

： 口 
。
(y一 )． 

(2) 

{ c + +ai Y一 ， ：2，⋯，n，c3 【夕‘̈=露 +1+ ( 一 1)， = ，⋯，n， 
where n。is the order of the system ∑，generally，setting n。 

≥ n + 1， 1，露2，⋯ ， n
。
are the states of the system ∑， 

ai(i= 1，⋯，n。)are the parameters．Th e problem is 

how to obtain filtering signal夕based on the measured sig- 

nal Y(t)，furthermore，to obtain estimating signal夕‘̈， 
⋯

． 

( 
． 

Obviously，the stability of the HOD is identical to the 

system∑．Making Laplace transformation for Eq．(2)，we 

eaSi】ly obtain transfer fimction from y to 1， 

毛 ， 、 

al s 。一l+ ⋯ + a
n
~

-

1 s + 口 

。 s) __ ‘ 

If the parameters ai(i： 1，⋯，n。)are not correctly 

given，all the extracted differentials by the HOD are possi— 

bly not idea1．even the system ∑ is unstable．W e analyzed 

the parameters design ofthe system ∑based on root-locus 

in literature l6]．The parameters are given by the follow- 

hag form ： 

f口i=KCi
一

- 1 1口 一 ，K=n：。a／(n。一1)no-I， 
【口∈[2，30]，i：1，2，⋯，n。． (4) 
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Note that the HOD has been simplified into two ad- 

justable parameters n。and a． 

W e had the following remark for the HOD under the 

parameters formula(4)(see literature[6])： 

1)The HOD does not rely on the model of the esti— 

mated system 丌 。and it is an additional system based on 

signal y(t)；2)Th e HOD is an asymptotically stable sys— 

terns；3)The HOD holds higher convergence，and satis— 

ties 

limy‘“=Y‘“，i=0，⋯，n． (5) 
Ⅱ— ∞  

where Y‘。 denotes ，where a ∞ is strictly in mathe— 

where K=[k ，k n．1，⋯，kl，1]∈ ‘ ，the poly— 

e = y 一 Y = 

y： 一Y‘ ’+Y‘ 一( ( ，t)+d(t)+u)． 

： 

【e =y： 一y(n)+y‘n 一( ( ，￡)+d(￡)+M)． 

：  —  

1 0 

0 1 

0 0 

0 0 

= [el，e2，⋯，e ] ∈ ， 
⋯  

0] 『-0 
⋯

0 I l 0 l
∈曼一n，6：l 0 

=== j 【- 

A = ∈ 

From Eq．(9)，we have 

= As+6(y： 一Y‘ +Y‘ 一( ( ，￡)+d(t)+u))： 

s+b(ICs+r~ 一Y‘ +y‘ 一( ， )+d( )+ ))： 

A s+b(Ke+Y‘ ’一(f( ，t)+d(t)+u))． 

(10) 

where K =[k ，k ，⋯，kI]∈：I． ‘ makes A is a 

Hurwitz ma trix．it means that there exists ma trix P = P 

>0，for any positive matrix Q，satisfies 

+A p=一9． 

Identically，K makes s + kl s 一 + ⋯ + k become a 

Hurwitz polynomia1．In Eq．(10)，Let 
+ y‘ )

一 (f( ，t)+d(t)+H)=0，(11) 
W e have the contro1 1aw 

u = + y‘ )
一 (f( ，t)+d(t))． (12) 

Because the sum termf( ，t)+d(t)is unknown，the 

control law is unable to be realized．From the system(1)， 

we have 

Y‘ )一(f( ，t)+d(t))= u． (13) 

But it is the control law which required to be gained，so it 

is also unable to be realized．W e consider the filtering val— 

ue豌ofu is able to be realized because the filtering has 

property from formula(7)．Use to replace ，and it 

m eans 

一 Y‘ ’一( ，t)+d(t))． (14) 

Substitute(14)into(12)，we gajn controller(6)．Sub— 

stitute(6)into(10)，we have the following important 

expression of the closed-loop system 

= A， +b(u一 ))． (15) 

In the following we prove stability，convergence and ro— 

busmess for the close&loop system (15)．From (7)，the 

equation is a filtering exp ression．Th e filtering岔 is realized 

via integrator。so the filtering is necessarily continuous 

no matter whether u is continuous．It means that the con— 

tinuity of the filtering does not rely on that of“．as 

long as u is integrable．Furtherm ore．from the assumption 

1 that Y ’and y： are continuous，so Y ’and y： (i= 
0，⋯，n一1)must be also continuous，because ofi<n． 

Hence we obtain that e is continuous．Th erefore we have 

the control law u which must be continuous from (6)． 

From (7)again，we have 

= Au／(s+ )． (16) 

∈ ． From (16)and continuity of ，we obtain 
’ 

lim = u． f17) 
— - ∞  

Because Am is a Hurwitz matrix，the closed-loop control 

0  0  

一 

2  

0 ●  0  

一 

● 0  0  

— 

n 

0  0  0  
一 

0  0 ； 0  0  

—n“ —．．．．．．，．．。。．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．。L  ．n = 

S  
A  
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system is asymptotically stable，and from (15)and(17) 

a ，we have 

lira lira8=0． (18) 
f— ∞ —+ ∞ 

Hence we obtain convergent remark(8)．Because the 

controller(6)does not rely on the model of the system， 

and only rely on signals of ven input and output and 

their differentials an d hi【gh order differentials，the controller 

is strong robust for the function f(·)and disturbance 

d(t)． 

Explanation 

1)Where —} ∞ is only rigorous for mathematics 

meanings．Because the control law ¨is continuous．taking 

∈[5，100]，filtering吐can excessively approximate u． 

The filtering吐can be completely gained by other filtering 

equation expect for Eq．(7)． 

2)The HODFC not only realizes that the output of 

the close&loop system Y track given input Yr，but also 

does that the difierentials up to(n一1)th of the output 

Y‘‘ track the differentials up to(n一1)th ofgiven input 

y ，which is different from the general objective that the 

output of the closed-loop system track given input． 

3)Th e HODFC has distinct physical meanings．The 

control law has two terms．in which one term 吐 over- 

comes or counteracts sum term 厂(x，t)+d(t)，another 

term Ke makes the close&loop system asym ptotically 

stable which can be seen from Eq．(11)to Eq．(18)．We 

call the sum term f(x，t)+d(t)as generalized distur- 

bance． 

4)From the Assumption 1，the HODFC is non-adap— 

rive for z，and r．From (1)，output Y possesses differen- 

rials up to nth-order，which satisfy the condition of mea- 

surable input sign al for HOD，therefore we estimate z and 

r via the HOD to obtain之and户based on the ontput Y 

and given input Y ．Furthermore from (2)，n。≥n+1， 

hence is continuous．The controller(6)is conve~ed 

into the following form ： 

¨： +吐， (19) 

where = 户一之，hence we yield adaptive HODFC． 

Fig．1 shows the realized diagram of the adaptive 

HODFC for nonlinear system based on HOD ． 

F ．1 Realized diagram of adaptive high order differential 

feedback con~ol based on the HoD 

for nonlinear system 

3 The inverted pendulum system analy- 

sis，stabilization and regulation 

Consider the benchmark model of the inve~ed pendu— 

lum system with hnear smooth friction[7] 

(t，+mL ) ‘ =一(mLcosq~)Y‘ +mLgsin9， 

(20．1) 

(M +，n)Y‘ =一by‘”一(mLcosq~) ‘2 + 

mLsinq~( ( ’) + ，̈ (20．2) 

where denotes the angle of the pendulum 、vith respect 

to vertical line，Y denotes the position of the carriage，J 

denotes inertia of the pendulum ，L denotes distance be— 

tween center ofmass ofpendulum  and tip attached to the 

carriage．M and ，n respectively denotes mass of the car— 

riage and the pendulum ，g denotes the acceleration due to 

gravity，b denotes the linear coefficient of friction for the 

carriage．¨denotes the extemal force applied to the car- 

nagc· 

3．1 Stabilization problem of pendulum 

Design  the close&loop ffedback control to achieve the 

following double objectives 7j 

lim q~(t)= =0， (21．1) 

liraY(t)=Y =0． (21．2) 

This is synchronously stabilization problem for the angle of 
pendulum  and the position ofcarriage．Furtherm ore，ifwe 

take Yr≠ 0，the stabilization problem is also the regulation 

problem ．Therefore，we mostly study the stabilization 

problem ． 

From Eqs．(20．1)and(20．2)，the pendulum  system is 

a class of single input and two output system．Hence，we 
can ’t direcdy apply the adaptive HODFC to control it． 

But we can  conve~ the system into tw o SISO a伍ne sys— 

terns．and use tw o controllers to control it． 

In order to control a system，we should grasp its given 

o~ective，output，control force and controlled plant．From 

Eq．(20．1)of angle ofpendulum ，the output is angle ： 

and the given objective is expression(21．1)，and the 

drive force is Y whose second integral is also the output 

Y of the carriage with pendulum ．For Eq．(20．2)of the 

carriage，it is activated by extemal force¨，and produces 

output acceleration Y‘ 
， the term 一(mLcosq~) ( + 

mLsinq~( ( ’)2is couple term which can be taken into as 

generalized disturbance，and the given objective is expres— 

sion(21．2)． 

According to the above analyses，Eq．(20．1)and Zq． 

(20．2)Call be considered into double SISO a日’ne sys— 

tem．For Eq．(20．1)，to achieve the objective Eq． 

(21．1)，we can use one outer-loop adaptive HODFC to 

obtain control law y For the Eq．(20．2)，we look the 

Yl，(i．e second integral ofy{；’)as given objectives(its 
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extended differential vector is，．1=[y y{ ，y{； ] )， 
and design one inner-loop adaptive HODFC to obtain 

control law u，then the control law u can achieve objec— 

rive(21．1)．The whole system makes up ofa control one 
in series ．Th e structure diagram of the closed-loop inverted 

pendulum system is shown in Fig．2． 

Fig，2 Realized dia an1 ofdouble adaptive HODFC based on the HOD for inverted pendulum system 

Notice that the control law u possibly does not meet 

the objective(21．2)．To achieve objective(21．2)，we 

百ve another constrained objective Y2r=0 for the hmer- 

loop control HODFC，and its extended孚Ven input is 

，．2：[y2，，yl ，y T=[0，0，0] (the do~ed fine in 
the Fig．2)．To synthesize(21．1)and(21．2)，we define 

a weighted given input extended vector for inner-loop 

contro1 HODFC 

，．= W1，．1+W2r2． (22) 

where Wl and W2 are weights．In the following，we give 

weighring scheme： 
If control is only stabilization problem，i．e Y2，： 0， 

weighing is not any significant，because of r2= l0，0， 

0] ，take，．=，．1 or identically take Wl= [1，1，1]， 

W2=[0，0，0j．If control is regulation problem i．e，yr 

≠0，，．2：[y2，，y5 ，y T≠[0，0，0] ，take W2= 
[1，1，1]．From the above analyses，we know that the 

most important objective fractional value is y1 in vector 

rl，because yl2 is also control law in outer-loop HOD— 

FC，so take Wl=l0，0，wj，w E l0．7，2j．In general， 

the pendulum system is disturbed more severe，and the 

parameters change bigger，w is taken bigger． 

In order to unify the stabilization and regulation 

problem，and make the formula simpler，we consider stabi— 

lization problem as regulation problem．It means that we 

take Wl=[0，0，w j，w E l0．7，2j，w =l 1，1，1j in 

both stabilization and regulation． 

From (6)and(7)，for the outer-loop HODFC1，the 

control law is depicted as 

y{； = + ， 

Th e error differential vector is represented as 

舍 =乏 一乏 =一[9，9‘̈，9‘ ] ． (24) 

where乏 =[0，0，0 

For inner-loop HODFC2．and the control law u is de— 

picted as 

u=一 、舍 + ， =一A2a+；t2u． (25) 

in which爸 =r 一z ，r =Wlrl+W2产2，rl=l yl，， 

y{ ，yl2)] ，产2=[0，0，0]T乏 =[ ，夕‘̈，夕‘ ’] ．We 
consider coe伍cient of contro1 term ’， being negative(i． 

e reverse action)in Eq．(20．1)，hence take— (not 

)to counteract the reverse action in Eq．(25)． 

3．2 Regulation problem of the position of pen- 

dulum 

During the time range t E l0，tdj，to design feedback 

controller which satisfies section 3．1 requirement of stabi— 

hzation problem，and t E l d， J，where T>td≥0 is 

another given time，the system satisfies 

(t)一 0， (26．1) 

，，(t)一 ≠0． (26．2) 

where yr is a softened variable by given o~ective of posi— 

tion Yd(see literature l7j)． 

Th e regulation problem is the salTle as stabilization 

problem except for yr≠ 0，hence the control scheme is 

the same as that of Section 3．1 except for 

，．2=[y2，，y~2l,)，y~22r T≠[0，0，0 

Notice 1 1)Th e controller HODFC1 and HOD— 

FC2 are all adaptive．because theV are only based on out- 

put variables ∞ and Y of system ．not based on the sta~s 

(1)and ，，(1】
．

W e can obtain estimation (̈
， 
‘2)an d 

⋯
， ， based on and y using山e HOD． 

2)Th e double adaptive HODFC does not rely on the 

parameters and function relations of the models(20．1) 

and(20．2)．Th erefore，the controller has strong robust— 

Hess for parameters and function relation changing 

4 Simulation and robustness verification 

for pendulum system 

4．1 Stabilization problem 

We take the benchmark parameters see literature[7]) 

of(20．1)and(20．2)，M =1．320 kg，L=0．25 m， 

m =0．109 kg，b=0．1 N／(m·s一 )，J=mL ／3，g= 

、  
3  

．

2  

，L  

2  r 

( 1  y 

+ 

2  r 

， 

一 

= 
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9．8 n1／s2，and take initial values 9(0)： ( (0)： 

y(0)= y⋯(0)：0，and impulse force 40 (t)N． 

Design controller to make the closed—loop system satisfy 

the following requirement： 

l (t)l≤0．02 rad，t≥0．5 s， (27．1) 

I Y(t)I≤0．O1 m，t≥1 s， (27．2) 

u(t)I≤ 10 V (27．3) 
c6 

and ve the cost，=I 92(r)dr． 
U 

Firstly，we research stabilization of the system ．The con— 

troller is double adaptive HODFC，i．e Eqs．(23)，(24) 

and(25)．Take the same parameters for the HOD1，the 

HOD2，an d the HOD3 as n = 5，n = 5，and take the 

parameters ofthe HODFC1 as K。=l16，8，1j ， 1=10 

in Eq．(23)，and that of the HODFC2 in Eq．(25)as 

K，：[25，10，1] ， 2=6，Wl=[0，0，0．75 J，w2= 

l1，1，1 J，the sample time r=0．005．Fig．3(a)，(b)， 

(c)show the angle of pendulum (t)，position of the 

carriage Y(t)and driving force u(t)(includes impulse 

force)respectively．To observe clearly initial transient pro— 

cess，we plot u(t)in t∈ [0，1]．Obviously， (t)， 

Y(t)and u(t)satisfy requirement(27．1)，(27．2)and 

(27．3)respectively．In fact，the angle satisfies【9(t)≤ 

0．02 rad，t≥ 0．1 s；the position satisfies j Y(t)j≤ 0． 

O1 m；t≥0 s；because initial impulse force is 408(t)》 

108(t)，initial transient process appears u(t)I≥ 10 V， 

but only at t≥0．O1 s，satisfies I u(t)I<10 V．Calcu— 
r6 

late the cost，：I 92(r)dr=0．0149
d 0 

口  

皇 
～  

t／s 

(C) 

Fig．3 Angle ，position Y and force“in stabilization 

4．2 Regulation problem 

The parameters of the controlled pendulum system are 

the same as that of section 4．1．Designing a controller 

satisfies the above requirement，an d reaches another new 

requirement that given objective of position_y =0．2 m 

after td=5 S satisfies Y(t) 0．2， (t)一 0，and does 

I (t)I≤0．02 rad，t≥6 s， (28．1) 

Y(t)一Yd l≤0．O1 m，t≥7 s， (28．2) 
；u(t)；≤ l0 V， (28．3) 

r10 

and the coSt，=I {92(r)+(y(r)一Yd) }dr． 
The controller is still the double adaptive HODFC，an d 

its parameters are taken the same as that of the above con— 

troller in stabilization problem．The softened o~ective 
curve is represented as 

f0， 0≤ t< td， 

y 10．2，f≥fd， 

y2 r= 

Fig．4(a)，(b)，and(c)show (t)，Y(t)and u(t) 

respectively．The angle (t)satisfies (28．1)at t≥ 

5．525 s，the position Y(t)does (28．2)at t≥ 6．9 s， 

and driving force“(t)does(28．3)．The COSt 

，=I {92(r)+(y(r)一Yd) }dr=46．2761． 
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Fig．4 Angle ，position y and force“in regulation 

Th e double adaptive HODFC in the above sim ulation 

does not rely on the parameters of systern and some func— 

tion relation． 

4．3 Verification of robustness under simulation 

W e consider complicated model with nonlinear smooth 

friction or、Ⅳi七h disturbance．and parameters changing or 

time-varying． 
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4．3．1 Robust control for friction and parameter 

changing 

Consider the inverted pendulum system 、Ⅳith nonlinear 

smooth friction and that ofnode ofpenduluml ，and pa_ 

rameters changing．The model is depicted as 

(J+mL2) ‘ =一(mLcos9)Y‘ 一C9‘ +mLgsin9， 

( +m)，，‘ =一b I Y‘ I一(mLcos9) ‘ + 

mLsin9( ‘ ) +u， 

(29．1) 

(29．2) 

where C = 0．12is coefficient offriction for node ofpen— 

du1um ．Increase the coe伍cient of smooth nonlinear fric— 

tion b= 0．95，and magnify the value of m 4 times than 

that in benchmark mode1．i．e m = 0．436．an d take L = 

0．625．Notice that the Values ofthe three parameters go 

beyond requirement in literature l 8 J．Other parameters 

an d initial condition are the same as that of benchmark 

model(20．1)and(20．2)． 

a)We examine robust stabilization．The parameters of 

the controller are completely the same as that of the above 

controller except for the weight Wl= l0 0 1．15 J．The 

control results are shown in Fig．5．Obviously， (t)， 

_y(t)and u(t) respectively still satisfy requirement 

(27．1)，(27．2)and(27．3)．The COSt I：I 92(r)dr 
d 0 

= 0．0】5】 

0 O4 

口
0 02 

0 

— 0．02 

— 0 o4 
0 l 2 S 4 5 6 7 8 9 l0 

，／s 

(a) 

Fig．5 Angle∞．position Y and force M in robust stabilization 

b)We examine regulation problem．The parameters of 

controller are completely the sanle as that ofthe above ro— 

bust smbilization a)．Th e control results are shown in the 

Fig．6．Th e angle (t)，position)，(t)and driving force 

u(t)respectively still satisfy requirements(28．1)，(28． 

2)and(28．3)．The COSt 

’0 

，=J O{92(r)+()，(r)一)，d) t dr=47·6302· 

，、 叭 
，一 ： 

0 l 2 s 4 5 6 7 8 9 l 

t|s 

(a) 

Fig．6 e ，position Y and force M 111 robust regulation 

4．3．2 Robust control for disturbed system and 

parameters M being time-varying 

The Eq．(29．2)is converted into the following form： 

( (￡)+m)y‘ =一b I)，( I一(mLcosg) ( + 

mLsin9( ( ) +u+d(t)，(30) 

where 

M(t)=sin(t)+ 0，M0=1．320，t∈ [0，20]， 

(31) 

)= (32) 

And other parameters are the same as that of system(29． 

1)and(29．2)． 

a)We examine stabi1ization problem．Take Wl=l0， 

0，1．25 J，other parameters still do not change．Th e con— 

trol results are shown in Fig．7．Obviously， (t)，)，(t) 

and u(t)respective~still satisfy requirements(27．1)， 

(27．2)and(27．3)．，=I 92(r)dr：0．0203．From 

the figure we clearly see that the parameter time-varying 

has little effectiveness，and the disturbalice activate at tilTle 

10 < t< 11，but the influence promptly disappear，which 

demonstrate that the double adaptive has strong robustness 

for the disturban ce and parameter changing． 

b)We examine regulation problem．Th e controlleris as 

the S&ITIe as that of the above a)in section 4．3．2．The 

control results are shown in Fig．8．Obviously， (t)， 

_y(t)and u(t)respectively still satisfy requirements 

(28．1)，(28．2)and(28．3)．Calculate the COSt 

，=I {92(r)+()，(r)一Yd) }dr=47．9324． 
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Fig．7 Angle ，position， and force H in robust stabilization 

(disturbed time-varying system) 
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(b) 

Rg．8 Angle ，posmon y and force H in robust stabilization 

(disturbed time—vaI3ring system) 

Notice 2 The problem in section 4．3．2 goes beyond 

studied scope in literature l 8』，we aim at demonstrating 

the proposed adaptive HODFC that is valid and robust．In 

fact，the adaptive HODFC is still robust for other parame- 

ters changing and other bounded disturbance，and even for 

fimction relations changing(certainly，if change function 

relations，possibly the system is not a inverted pendMum 

system ，but we can demonstrate that the controller is 

strong in robnsmess)． 

5 Conclusion 

This paper presents the adaptive HODFC for SISo 

affine system ，which does not rely on the model of the 

controHed plan t，an d analyzes stability and robusmess of 

the closed-loop system ．The stabilization an d regulation 

synchronously are studied as the SRITIe problem in the in— 

verted pendulum system ．Th e system is successfully stabi- 

lized and regulated through converted it into double affine 

one and using the proposed adaptive HoDFC． 

In fact．in further work．we present adaptive MHoDFC 

(nmltivariable HODFC)，and are successfully applied in 

control and synchronization for chaos system ，and in con— 

trol for AC timing system ． 
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